Experimental modelling of scour protection for jacket foundations
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Abstract
The offshore wind industry has shown an important development during the last 20 years, especially in the
Baltic and North Seas. Under this framework, Iberdrola have been developing and operating various offshore
wind farms, including the case study for this work: East Anglia ONE (EA One), currently under construction (by
UK’s subsidiary ScottishPower), based on jacket-type foundations.
Design of bottom fixed structures in the presence of movable seabed requires an integrated perspective, as
fluid-structure-sea bottom interaction is highly relevant in regards to scour and structural loading. Scour is a
complex process for offshore engineering. Its study still relies heavily on physical modelling. The poster presents
the experimental methodology designed at IHCantabria in order to evaluate the potential scour around the
Jacket foundations (EA One) as well as, the stability of the scour protection system in regards to sand waves.

Installation of Jacket Foundation at EA One
(Source: Iberdrola)

Scour Process [1]

Two foundations were simultaneously tested at the Cantabria Coastal & Ocean Basin (CCOB) combining different scour protection systems: 1) Jacket I – Frond Mats, 2) Jacket II – Rocks. Both
structures were placed on a set of two identical sand pits which represent EA ONE movable seabed including sand waves.

Objective
The aims of the physical experiments were:
1) Evaluate the potential scour around the jacket foundation. 2) Evaluate the stability of the scour protection in regards of the sand waves (rock scour protection and Frond Mats).

Wave tank tests layout
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Physical experiments have been performed in the Cantabria
Coastal & Ocean Basin (CCOB) at the IHCantabria facilities (Spain).
The scale selected for the experimental tests was 1:30.
Two Jacket Foundations were simultaneously tested.
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CCOB Characteristics: Dimensions 30x44 m,
Multi-directional wave generator, Current
generator, Central Pit, Portable Wind Generator.
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The laboratory frond mats were previously validated through wave flume tests. Several materials were tested in order to reproduce the full scale behavior. The scaling laws has been applied following [2] and [3]

Results

Tests Programme

Instrumentation: x17 Free Surface Gauges, x8 ADVs (Vectrinos),
3D - Laser Scanner measurements, x8 Photographic Cameras

Jacket I. Evolution of the Frond Mats, Sand Wave and Moving Bed. Cumulative Tests Results
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Final Condition

Sand Wave

The sea states (combined wave and current) analyzed represent
return periods from 1 to 50 years and a total duration of 3hours.
Three type of tests were performed:
1. Stand Alone Tests – The performance of the scour protection is
analyzed for one sea state.
• Tidal Cycle / Wave Test (RP 50yr) / Current Tests (RP10yr)
/ Wave & Current Test (RP 50yr)
2. Cumulative Tests (x6 Tests in a row) The performance of the
scour protection was analyzed after to execute six sea states
(wave & current) in a row.
• Ascend-Sequence(1-5-10-15-20-50yr, Wave & Current)
• Descend-Sequence(50-20-15-10-5-1yr, Wave & Current)
• Random-Sequence (15-1-5-50-5-20yr, Wave & Current).
3. Without scour protection (Wave RP 50yr – Cu RP10 yr)

Jacket II. Evolution of the Rock Scour Protection, Sand Wave and Moving Bed. Cumulative Tests Results
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Different damage levels in function
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Main Findings
1) The test without scour protection provided useful information to benchmark the structural behavior with and without protection, and also to assess the effectiveness of the protection
systems.
2) The test on both protection systems, and the analysis of the results, allowed to assess the different way in which the two tested systems, rock and frond mats, interact with the hydrodynamics
and morpho dynamics. It was observed that extent and specification of surveys for performance monitoring purposes could be customized differently for each of the systems.
3) From cumulative tests, the highest erosion appears when the higher sea state happens at the beginning of the foundation life cycle (descending sequence). The scour protection maintenance
operations should be programmed taking into account the order of the extreme events.
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